Using a strong nonlinear saturation absorption effect is one technique for breaking through the diffraction limit. In this technique, formation of a dynamic and reversible optical pinhole channel and transient superresolution is critical. In this work, a pump-probe transient detection and observation-experimental setup is constructed to explore the formation process directly. A Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 thin film with strong nonlinear saturation absorption is investigated. The dynamic evolution of the optical pinhole channel is detected and imaged, and the transient superresolution spot is directly captured experimentally. Results verify that the superresolution effect originates from the generation of an optical pinhole channel and that the formation of the optical pinhole channel is dynamic and reversible. A good method is provided for direct detection and observation of the transient process of the superresolution effect of nonlinear thin films.
INTRODUCTION
A nanoscale spot is very useful for nano-data storage, superresolved light imaging, and nanolithography. However, achieving a nanoscale spot using a lens-based light system is difficult because of the diffraction limit effect. One technique for breaking through the diffraction limits is the optical nonlinear effect, which is referred to as nonlinear superresolution [1] [2] [3] [4] . One of the methods of nonlinear superresolution is using the intensity-dependent nonlinear saturation absorption (NSA) effect [5] [6] [7] .
A collimated Gaussian laser beam is focused on an NSA thin film. The focused spot induces the NSA effect. In NSA, the higher the light intensity, the larger the transmittance. Thus, the largest transmittance is found at the central region of the focused spot and gradually decreases along the radial direction from this spot, thereby inducing a below-diffractionlimited optical pinhole channel. Figure 1 shows a basic schematic of the physical concept of the nonlinear superresolution effect; here a focused beam passes through an optical pinhole channel, and a superresolution spot can be generated at the bottom of the NSA thin film. Nanoscale data storage, lithography, and imaging can be achieved by the interaction of the superresolution spot with the sample through near-field coupling.
In NSA-induced superresolution, the NSA thin films must feature large linear and nonlinear absorption coefficients as well as fast time responses. A key consideration is that the formation of an optical pinhole channel is transient and reversible; these features can generate transient and reversible superresolution spots [8] [9] [10] [11] . That is, when the laser pulse is switched on, the optical pinhole channel is open. The optical pinhole channel can be automatically closed when the laser pulse is switched off, and the NSA thin film returns to its initial state. The formation of a superresolution spot is thus dynamic and reversible. We have noted that Waldecker et al. found that the decoupled optical response and structural transition in phase change materials are on the scale of femtosecond/picoseconds for typical Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 phase change material [12] . However, in the superresolution effect of phase change materials, the laser pulse is on the scale of nanoseconds, and thus the formation of the superresolution effect on the scale of nanoseconds is more interesting and significant.
In most experiments, the superresolution spots are observed by near-field optical probe scanning experiments statically [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . However, to understand the NSA-induced superresolution further, the transient and reversible optical pinhole channel and superresolution spot must be directly observed and imaged dynamically.
In this work, we construct an experimental setup and explore the dynamic reversible characteristics of an optical pinhole channel. We also directly observe the transient superresolution spot, and the transient superresolution effect is analyzed and discussed. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the experiment description. Section 3 presents the experimental results and analysis, and Section 4 provides the conclusion. Figure 2 illustrates the setup, where a typical pump-probe technique is used. The setup is also very similar to the static tester systems in the phase change research field [19] [20] [21] . A GaN semiconductor blue-violet laser (BVL) diode (marked as 2 in Fig. 2 ), which emits a laser beam of 405 nm wavelength, is connected to one of the two channels of a signal generator (marked as 1). The BVL is modulated into an arbitrary light pulse by the signal generator, and the shortest pulse width is 20 ns. The BVL is used as a pump laser. The pump laser is divided into two parts by a splitter with a splitting ratio of 9∶1 (marked as 3). One part of the pump laser is focused to a high-speed photoelectronic detector (HPD) (marked as 5) and used to monitor the pump pulse waveform. The other part of the pump pulse passes through a 1/2 wave plate (WP) (marked as 6) and becomes p-polarized light. The p-polarized light ordinally passes through the polarized beam splitter (PBS) (marked as 7) and the 1/4 WP (marked as 8) and becomes circularly polarized light. The circularly polarized light is reflected into a beam expander (marked as 14) by a dielectric mirror (marked as 13), reflected into an objective lens (OL), and focused onto a pump spot on the sample surface (marked as 18). The pump spot induces the optical nonlinear effect and generates an optical pinhole channel inside the sample. The reflected pump light from the sample again passes through the 1/4 WP (marked as 8) and becomes s-polarized light. The s-polarized pump light is insulated from the BVL device, which can prevent the reflected light from entering the laser diode and producing ill effects on the stability of the pump light.
EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
Another semiconductor red laser (RL) diode emits a continuous light beam with a wavelength of 685 nm and is used as a probe light to explore the transient and reversible characteristics of the optical pinhole channel and superresolution spot. The probe light passes through a 1/2 WP (marked as 10) and becomes p-polarized light. The p-polarized light ordinally passes through the PBS (marked as 11) and 1/4 WP (marked as 12) and becomes circularly polarized probe light. The circularly polarized probe light passes through the dielectric mirror (marked as 13) and enters the beam expander (marked as 14) , where the probe and pump lights are coaxially combined into a beam by the dielectric mirror. The expanded probe light beam is reflected into the OL (marked as 16) for focusing by the reflector (marked as 15). The OL focuses the probe light onto the sample surface, and the focused probe light spot overlaps the pump light spot.
The pump spot induces the nonlinear effect and leads to the formation of the optical pinhole channel; the low-power probe light passes through the optical pinhole channel, and the superresolution spot is generated on the exiting surface of the sample. The superresolution spot signal is collected by an OL with a high numerical aperture (NA) (marked as 19) . The collected superresolution spot signal passes through a filter (marked as 20), where the pump light is filtered out and only the probe light signal passes through the filter. The collected probe light is divided into two parts by a splitter (marked as 21) with a splitting ratio of 5:5. One part is focused onto an HPD (marked as 23) , and the other is focused onto an intensified CCD (ICCD) (Andor iSRAT, marked as 25) to image and observe the superresolution spot directly. One of the two channels of the signal generator is connected to the ICCD to trigger its shutter. The ICCD has a minimum gate width of 2 ns. The delay time between the pump pulse and the ICCD shutter trigger can be arbitrarily tuned by the signal generator.
The reflected probe light from the sample again passes through the 1/4 WP (marked as 12) and becomes s-polarized probe light. The s-polarized probe light is then incident on the PBS (marked as 11) and reflected at 90°and focused onto the HPD (marked as 27).
Here the Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 thin film is taken as an example because of its strong NSA characteristics [22] [23] [24] [25] . The nonlinear characteristics can be directly obtained by the semiconductor-laserdiode-based z-scan method due to the strong linear absorption in visible light [26] . The sample structure is called "ZnS-SiO 2 50 nm∕Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 40 nm∕substrate," where ZnS-SiO 2 is used to prevent the Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 thin film from being oxidized and damaged.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The dynamic and reversible characteristics of the optical pinhole channel can be analyzed through the transmitted probe light signal obtained from the HPD (marked as 23 in Fig. 2) . Figure 3 provides a set of typical experimental results. The pump pulse width is set to 50 ns, and the laser power is 34 mW. The probe light signals reflected from the optical pinhole channel are also shown in Fig. 3 .
In Fig. 3 , pump pulses with a width of 50 ns are irradiated onto the Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 thin film, and the intensity of every pump pulse remains unchanged. Every pump pulse induces the formation of an optical pinhole channel only once. Each pump pulse corresponds to a transmitted probe light signal and a reflected probe light signal. The transmitted and reflected probe light signals present evident peak and valley characteristics, respectively, which indicate that the optical pinhole channel is generated when the pump pulse interacts with the Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 thin film. When the pump pulse is switched off, the transmitted and reflected probe light signals return to their initial states. When another pump pulse reaches the Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 thin film, the optical pinhole channel is formed once more, and the transmitted and reflected probe light signals again present evident peak and valley characteristics, respectively. The optical pinhole channel can be formed many times and presents dynamic and reversible characteristics.
To understand the formation dynamics of an optical pinhole channel further, the time response of an optical pinhole channel induced by a single pump pulse is analyzed. Figure 4 demonstrates typical experimental results obtained with a pump pulse full width of 80 ns and laser power of 20 mW; here, both the reflected and transmitted probe light signals are presented. The reflected and transmitted probe light signals begin to change simultaneously after the peak value of the pump pulse; that is, the response of the Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 thin film to the pump pulse lags for 20 ns, which may be attributed to the nonlinear effect of Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 , partially resulting from the thermal effect. The nonlinear effect only occurs when the temperature exceeds a certain threshold. This finding reflects the presence of a threshold for the formation of an optical pinhole channel. After this threshold, the transmitted and reflected probe light signals quickly increase from their initial values at the peak of the pump pulse to their maximum values at the end of the pump pulse, and an optical pinhole channel thoroughly forms accordingly. This phenomenon suggests that the optical pinhole channel completely opens at this time and reveals that the opening time is approximately 20 ns. After the pump pulse, the optical pinhole channel gradually closes and the transmitted and reflected probe light signals return to their initial states. The closing time is around 120 ns, which is longer than the opening time of 20 ns. The closing of the optical pinhole channel may result from the thermal structural relaxation; thus, the closing time of the optical pinhole channel is longer than its opening time.
The dynamic formation process of an optical pinhole channel is also directly observed in the transient spot images, as shown in Fig. 5 , where the transient spots are obtained by the ICCD imaging at different delay times. In this experiment the high-NA lens (marked as 24) before the ICCD is selected to obtain a small focused spot in the ICCD and improve the contrast of the light intensity among spot images at different delay times. Thus, the transient spot images contain several pixels only. This characteristic does not negatively affect the experimental analysis of the dynamic formation process of an optical pinhole channel. Every transient spot image is captured at a shutter gate width of 10 ns. Figure 5(a) shows the probe spot image obtained at zero delay time, which corresponds to letter A in Fig. 4 . The optical pinhole channel is not formed at this time, and the brightness (or intensity) of the probe spot is very low. Figure 5(b) shows the probe spot image obtained at 60 ns delay time, which corresponds to B in Fig. 4 . The probe spot is fairly obvious and After the pump pulse, the optical pinhole channel begins to close, and the close time is approximately 120 ns, as can be seen from the transmitted probe light signal in Fig. 4 . The transmitted probe spot weakens with increasing delay time. In Fig. 5(d) , the transient transmitted probe spot is obtained at a delay time of 120 ns; that is, the spot image is captured at 40 ns after the pump pulse, which corresponds to D in Fig. 4 . The central intensity is about 130% of the central intensity of initial spot. The intensity is weaker than that in Fig. 5(c) , which is due to the fact that the optical pinhole channel has decreased in size and the transmittance has decreased accordingly. Increases in delay time further decrease the optical pinhole channel transmittance. The spot image is captured at a delay time of 200 ns, which corresponds to E in Fig. 4 . The transmitted probe spot is presented in Fig. 5(e) ; here the central intensity is similar to that of the initial probe spot in Fig. 5(a) . This result indicates that the optical pinhole channel has thoroughly closed, and the Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 thin film returns to its initial state. The combination of Figs. 4 and 5 experimentally verifies that the formation of an optical pinhole channel is dynamic and reversible.
After formation of an optical pinhole channel, the probe light travels through the optical pinhole channel and a superresolution probe spot is produced at the exiting surface of the sample. Generation of the superresolution probe spot is also transient and reversible. The transient superresolution spot can be directly imaged by the ICCD (marked as 25 in Fig. 2) . This experiment is different from those illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. To capture spot images occupying more pixels, a low-NA lens (marked as 24 in the experimental setup) before the ICCD is used to replace the high-NA lens installed before the ICCD of Figs. 4 and 5. Figure 6 illustrates typical transient spot results; here, the pump pulse full width and power are 80 ns and 20 mW, respectively. The shutter gate width is set to 10 ns. The trigger time of the ICCD is delayed for 80 ns after the pump pulse. Fig. 6(b) is larger than that in Fig. 6(a) , which indicates that the optical pinhole channel is transiently produced. The probe light passes through the optical pinhole channel, and a bright superresolution spot occurs transiently. Reductions in the transient superresolution spot size can be clearly seen in Fig. 6(c) , where the normalized intensity profiles of Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) are compared. The red and blue curves are the Gaussian fittings from the experimental data in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) marked in yellow. The red curve corresponds to the initial spot without pump pulse excitation, and the blue curve corresponds to the transient superresolution spot with pump pulse excitation. The size of the transient superresolution spot is reduced compared with the initial spot, and the reduction ratio is about 75%. These experimental results further verify that the transient superresolution spot can be formed when the probe light passes through the optical pinhole channel, which is produced by pump pulse excitation.
SUMMARY
In summary, the present experimental setup, exploring the dynamic and reversible characteristics of an optical pinhole channel and observing the transient superresolution spot, is constructed. The Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 thin film is used as the NSA thin film. The dynamic and reversible characteristics of the transient optical pinhole channel are demonstrated experimentally. The evolution of the optical pinhole channel is detected and imaged, and the transient superresolution spot is directly obtained by ICCD imaging. The experimental results further verify that for NSA thin films irradiated by a focused Gaussian laser beam, formation of the optical pinhole channel and the transient superresolution spot is dynamic and reversible. This study provides a method for direct detection and observation of the transient evolution of the superresolution effect of nonlinear thin films.
